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Abstract
This article sheds light on Andrei Danilov’s political asylum case. Danilov is a Sámi activist who left Russia after the start of the war in Ukraine. His asylum case seems to have created a precedent; it is being processed in Norway because of his connection with the Norwegian part of Sápmi. The article also casts light on the impact of the war on the relationship between the Sámi people in Russia and the Sámi of Norway, Sweden and Finland.
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1. Introduction
Russia’s military attack on Ukraine has significantly impacted the life of Indigenous peoples in Russia. One of the implications of this situation is that some Indigenous representatives who have openly opposed Russia’s actions in Ukraine, have had to leave their native land for security reasons. For Indigenous peoples, the connection to their land is an integral part of their culture. Sápmi is the territory where the Sámi people lived before the current state borders were established. At present, Sápmi stretches across four nation states. These states are Norway, Finland, Sweden and Russia. One Sámi representative who has openly criticized Russia’s aggression in Ukraine is Sámi activist Andrei Danilov.2
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2. The facts of the case

Danilov left Russia on 25 February 2022 to participate in a session of the Sámi Council. He never returned to Russia, and instead filed an asylum application to the Norwegian Directorate of Immigration (UDI). He says that even before the war in Ukraine, he always had a bag packed and a passport with a valid visa ready to leave since his dissatisfaction with the authorities had been growing over the years. The war in Ukraine served a catalyst for his decision.

For Danilov, being a Sámi and living in Sápmi is an essential part of his life. Thus, he had no doubts where to seek asylum. As a member of the Sámi Council’s Culture Committee, located in Norway, and also being a frequent visitor to Norway because of his Sámi related activities, Danilov determined that Norway’s part of Sápmi would be a possible place for his new residence.

The application process to obtain the status of refugee has not been a simple one for Danilov. When he left Russia, Danilov had a Swiss visa. According to EU Regulations,1 “Where the applicant is in possession of a valid visa, the Member State which issued the visa shall be responsible for examining the application for international protection”. Consequently, it was Switzerland that should have reviewed Danilov’s application. Therefore, at the outset UDI rejected Danilov’s application. Danilov disagreed with this decision because it was important for him to maintain ties with his land and stay in Norway. To this end, Danilov and his lawyers, with the support of Sámi human rights activists and Sámi lawyers, filed an appeal (and further supplementary complaint) to the Norwegian Immigration Appeals Board (UNE). Danilov claimed that since he is Sámi and his life and activities are strongly connected with Sápmi, his application should be processed in Norway; and that his case is subject to exception from the general EU Regulations and shall be processed in Norway because Norway is “the closest state” to process this application according to para. two of § 7-4 of Regulation on Concerning the Entry of Foreign Nationals into the Kingdom of Norway and their Residence in the Realm (Immigration regulations) and § 32 of Act Relating to the Admission of Foreign Nationals Into the Realm and Their Stay Here (Immigration Act). Moreover, the applicant claimed that there is a significant risk that Switzerland would underestimate the importance of his Sámi identity. Due to this complaint and a subsequent complaint, UNE sent Danilov’s case for reconsideration to UDI. UDI did not find grounds for processing Danilov’s case in Norway and sent Danilov’s case back to UNE.

At the end of January 2023, Danilov was informed by UNE that he would not be deported to Switzerland, and that his case would be reprocessed by UDI on exceptional grounds. In UNE’s reconsideration of UDI’s decision, they concluded that UDI had not considered the applicant’s special connection with Norway. UNE gave the asylum case special status because of Danilov’s connection with the Norwegian part of Sápmi.
According to Danilov, his case demonstrates that despite the applicable international legal regulations followed by the Norwegian authorities, there are grounds to treat his case differently. His special connection with Sápmi, Norway and the Sámi community, along with the support from Sámi activists and politicians, including the head of the Sámi Council and the Sámi Parliament, and mass media have contributed to his success in proving his special connection to his land and the necessity to reside on this land.⁴

Danilov was nominated for the title “Person of the Year” in the territory of Sápmi by Norway’s only Sámi language daily newspaper, Ávvir, which acknowledges his engagement for the Sámi community in the whole of Sápmi. At present, Danilov’s case is under process at UDI.

3. The significance of the case

In my opinion, the decision by the Norwegian authorities to process Danilov’s asylum case constitutes a legal precedent, as a number of legal provisions, national and international, have played an important role. On the national level, it is Article 108 of the Constitution, obligating the Norwegian State to preserve and develop the language, culture and way of life of the Sámi people. Relevant international legal obligations are, *inter alia*, ILO 169 and ICCPR (Article 27). Danilov’s cultural, language and social bonds with Sápmi were pivotal in the Norwegian authorities’ decision to let Danilov reside on his land until the final decision on his case is made.

4. The impact of the war on the Sámi in Russia

In Danilov’s opinion, every Sámi who leaves Russia, is a significant number, taking into consideration that officially only 1550 Sámi reside in Russia.⁵ Another Sámi activist, Alexander Slupachik, the head of one of the largest Sámi organizations in Murmansk Oblast ‘Sámi Association of the Murmansk Region’ (OOSMO), and his family have also left Russia⁶ for Norway because of his opposition to Russia’s actions in Ukraine.⁷ They are awaiting a decision on their case.

Some Sámi, *inter alia*, Ariana Olsen, the head of Alta AUF (Arbeidernes Ungdomsfylking) and the Sámi political committee of AUF, have asked the Norwegian authorities to introduce more supportive mechanisms for the Sámi in Russia and other Indigenous peoples coming from Russia who have been negatively affected by the Russian political regime since the war began.⁸

It is worth mentioning that the Sámi Council, promoting “Saami rights and interests in the four countries where the Saami are living”,⁹ have put their cooperation with the Kola Sámi Association (AKS) and OOSMO on hold. A significant number of cultural projects between the Sámi in Russia and Sámi of other countries, financed by the Sámi Council, have been stopped. These projects were significant in supporting efforts for Sámi language revitalization, and sustaining Sámi culture
and rights. Another example of the impact of the war on the reduced cooperation between Russian Sámi and Sámi of Norway, Sweden and Finland is decreased cooperation with the biggest Sámi organization in Russia, Kola Sámi Association, which supports the policies of the current regime in Russia. The current situation might have an irrevocable effect on the Sámi people of the four countries.

NOTES

1. Disclaimer: This material is based on personal communication with Andrei Danilov from February 9–12, 2023. For Danilov’s safety some of the legal documents cannot be disclosed in the current paper. However, the author of this paper had an opportunity to verify facts based on the legal materials presented by Danilov. Danilov provided his consent for the publication of this text.


3. Article 12 (2) of the Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of June 26, 2013 establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an application for international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national or a stateless person.
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